Fraggle Countdown

Music and lyrics by Sara Da Silva
Adapted from Michaela Muntean's Fraggle Countdown

10 Fraggles jumping
up and down in a line.
One skips off in purple socks,
and then there are

9 Fraggles waving,
"LET'S SING AND CELEBRATE!"
One gets scared and scampers home
and then there are

8 Fraggles skipping
with a rope they had woven
One gets tangled up to tight
and then there are

7 Fraggles dancing
to their favourite music mix
One skids on a slippery rock
and then there are

6 Fraggles swimming
and doing high-rock dives.
One looks down and turns around,
and then there are

5 Fraggles bouncing
In the cave of Boggle Floor.
One flies high and cries, "Good-bye!"
and then there are

4 Fraggles reaching
for an apple on a tree.
One of the branches breaks in two,
and then there are

3 Fraggles wiggling
How Fraggles love to do.
One gets dizzy and takes a break
and then there are

2 Fraggles flying
high above the shining sun.
Ones goes off exploring mars,
and then there are

1 Fraggles spinning
there's no one left to see
"Hey!" Cries that last Fraggle.
"Everyone wait for me!"